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I. SONIFICATION, and/or PRODUCING SOUND-TEXTURE
„datum” –› method –› sound

II. VISUALIZATION
„datum”=sound –› method –› motion picture (animation)

III. AUDIOVISUALIZATION
„datum” –› method –› audiovisual works of art

IV. AFTERSENSATION
– afterimage
– aftersound



I. SONIFICATION, and/or PRODUCING SOUND-TEXTURE 
„datum” –› method –› sound 

1. Constructing from text according to finding (rhythm) of 
letters (geometry) and adoption of Braille writing, which 
follows the 12 scales of tone 

eg. Synchrony 1-8, 
12, 17b, 18-26, 28, 
31, 34

figure: score 1 (detail), 
excerpt: Zsolt Gyenes / 
Synchrony 5

2. In building of Fibonacci’s number system (mathematics) eg. Synchrony 37, 39, 
50-52, 56, 60, 67, 73, 
74

excerpt: Synchrony 50

3. Based on Conrad Beissel’s harmony, scale of tones eg. Synchrony 40, 41, 
46, 52, 57, 69, 73

motion pict. supplement: 
Beissel’s system and the 
cassical scale of tones, 
harmony 

4. Setting out from text (or from other datum) with building 
chords in it (see also 1. point)

eg. Synchrony 29, 33, 
34, 40, 43, 45

excerpt: Synchrony 29

5. Correspondences tones to letters (to vowels) eg. Synchrony 40, 42, 
48

6. Setting out from Scriabin’s mystical chord eg. Synchrony 27, 37, 
38

motion pict. supplement: 
Scriabin’s mystical chord (with 
his color-tone analogies)

7. Magic square (with 9 scale of tones and colors constructed 
by own)

Pl. Synchrony 53 figure
excerpt: Synch. 53

8.  Based on CTG diagram Pl. Synchrony 17a
9.  Leverkühn’s scale of tones (Thomas Mann: Dr. Faustus) Pl. Synchrony 39
10. Text-picture takes in as visual element to the sound-
editing software 

Pl. Synchrony 10

11. Setting out from Ludolf-kind of number (pí - mathematics) Pl. Synchrony 61



Zsolt Gyenes: Synchrony 1, Score (detail), 2010.





Scriabin’s mystical chord with his color-tone analogies. (Alexander Scriabin, 1872-1915)



Magic Square, 2013

8    3    4
1    5    9
6    7    2



II. VISUALIZATION
„datum”=sound –› method –› motion picture (animation)

1. Using ’Cangiante’ color-scale at color-tone correspondence eg. Synchrony 7, 8, 
21-23, 43, 67

figure: Ilona Keserü I.: My 
old pictures in Paris, 2010.

2. Colors which are follow one after the other on the circle of 
the spectrum-colors are related to the 12 scales of tones (see 
Newton’s analogies) + geometric forms; one tone=one color

eg. Synchrony 1, 2, 
5, 6

figure: Stills from the 
Synchrony 5

3. Newton’s color-tones analogies with using for Fibonacci’s 
numbers

eg. Synchrony 3, 4, 
17

figure: Stills/Synchrony 3

4. Color scale of Scriabin (synestesia) eg. Synchrony 10, 37, 
59, 69

figures: Collopy/Color 
Scales and Scriabin’s scale

5. Order the three main geometric shapes to colors eg. Synchrony 25-27, 
43

figure: Bauhaus and Ingo 
Glass

6. Forms, ratio which are based on Fibonacci’s scale of 
numbers (mathematics)

eg. Synchrony 50, 63, 
64, 67

7. Application of the Ludolf kind of number (’pi’ – mathematics) eg. Synchrony 62
8. Individually developed color scale (synestesia) eg. Synchrony 29, 30, 

34, 35
figure: dyenescale, excerpt: 
Synchrony 34

9. Audio Spectrum eg. Synchrony 67, 
69-87

excerpt

10. Generated colors by computer (role of the chance) eg. Synchrony 11, 13, 
20, 34, 50, 60

11. Moved out capacity of the software eg. Synchrony 24, 28



Ilona Keserü Ilona: My old pictures in Paris, 2010.

“Cangiante – an expression of Arabic 
origin – means colour-shifting, a play 
with colours. The neighbouring colours 
of Cangiante are often harsh in contrast, 
their system is not logical, but rather 
based on personal preference of colour. 
For the painter they create a feeling 
of newly found, vibrant, colour-shifting 
harmony. It is important that non-com-
plementary colours pair with each other.”

Ilona Keserü Ilona

http://www.kieselbach.hu/exhibitions/cangiante-
ilona-keseru-ilona-eng (19. 01. 2014.)



Zsolt Gyenes: Stills from the Synchrony 5, 
2011.

Zsolt Gyenes: Stills from the Synchrony 3, 
2010









Zsolt Gyenes: “dyenescale”, 2012

Cangiante and complementary color-pairs together



III. AUDIOVISUALIZATION 
„datum” –› method –› audiovisual works of art 

1. In building of Fibonacci’s number system (mathematics) eg. Synchrony 55 excerpt: Synchrony 55

2. Based on playing with Rubik’s cube (logic) eg. Synchrony 82 figure



Zsolt Gyenes: Synchrony Opus 82, Score (page 1, detail), 2013.



IV. Aftersensation

Afterimages

„What I see behind my closed eyes is among my most intense color experiences. 
Furthermore, it always takes different shapes depending on the external visual 
phenomenon. But it even changes as I regard it with closed yes, it is in constant motion 
in two different ways: it slowly rises upwards, and its colors are continuously transposed. 
Accordingly, it takes a moving medium to record it, and also because the colors of light 
move along a different color scale than what we grasp with the senses in nature, and what 
can be attained by mixing pigments (tiny color bodies).The colorful glass window panes 
impregnated by light and the bright colors of the light on a TV screen are like it. What we see 
as afterimages are moving, teaming, floating, light-projecting, here and now processes. It is 
all so enchantingly beautiful. Ecstatic, but also reality, what is. It is not necessarily tangible or 
amenable to being objectified and represented.”

Ilona Keserü Ilona: After-image optical phenomenon
Online: http://members.iif.hu/visontay/ponticulus/rovatok/megcsapottak/keseru.html (27. 12. 2013.)



Positive, negative and double (turned) afterimage

– Can we observed the moving afterimage?

– Afterimages are constantly with us
– Vision is an individual experience
– Colors change rapidly, countinously and  turn into oscillating contrasts
– The colors of afterimages are more fluorescent than external world’s colors 
– After effect: vision, illusion, ghost image ...



Sketches/studies 
(Flight of colors I.)

Changing of afterimages 
(some phases of the 
process)

Left: Sunlight
Right: Bulb



Study for 
afterimage’s 
changing of colors 
with software 
(Flight of colors II.) 



Study for afterimage 
(Flight of colors III.)



Zsolt Gyenes: Stills from the Synchrony 
Opus 86, 2014.

Using together colors which are follow 
one after the other on the circle of the 
spectrum(colors) and the Cangiante color-
scale 

Excerpt

Still from the Synchrony Opus 87, 2014.



Sketches/
studies 
(Flight of 
colors IV.)
candle/flame
– Students’ 
works, Kapos-
vár University, 
2014.



When I paint
I think and see
first and most – color
but color as motion
(...)
with shape and hue and light
Color in a direct and frontal focus
and when closely felt
as a breathing and pulsating
– from within

Josef Albers, 1968

The interaction of color and sound in art can’t be based on physics, but need to be based on 
feeling and psychology.


